60,000 Tax Cheat
Tip-Offs
Tip-offs to the Australian Taxation Office (ATO)
have reached an all-time high, with close to
60,000 tip-offs received between July 2018 and
May 2019 – almost double the number of the
previous year. The ATO thinks the number of tipoffs will reach around 70,000 for the full financial
year.
Common problem areas that people feel obliged to report
include suspected tax evasion, illegal phoenix activity and the
black economy. More than half of all tip-offs received were for
suspected under reporting of income or about the cash
economy, for example businesses demanding cash from
customers or paying their workers cash in hand.
The effectiveness of the tip-off line has led the ATO to dub it
the “crime stoppers” for tax.
ATO Assistant Commissioner Peter Holt suggests that the
people doing the right thing “…have had enough of competitors
cheating the system and getting an unfair advantage.”
The tip-off line has been so successful that a new and improved
“Tax Integrity Centre” launched this month to provide a single
point of contact for reporting suspected tax evaders.
The Top Five “Tip-Offs” to the ATO
•
•
•
•
•

Under-reported income – 31%.
Cash economy – 27%.
Non-lodgement – 25%.
Inadequate or no superannuation paid – 8%.
Overstating expenses – 3%.

Some of the typical behaviours reported include:
• Discounts for cash, cash deals without a receipt or a
discount for cash/mates rates.

• Jobs paying cash wages without payslips or superannuation
entitlements.
• Not ringing up a sale on the till or keeping the till drawer
open.
• Having two sets of books.
• Deleting transactions on the point of sale system.
• Claiming work-related expenses the taxpayer is not entitled
to.
• Attempts to avoid paying child support or other obligations
by appearing to earn less income than what the person
receives.
• Failing to lodge returns or keep records.
• Arrangements that promise tax benefits like fabricated
deductions or schemes out of step with the intention of the
law.
Business owners are reported for:
• Claiming personal expenses on a business account so they
can claim deductions.
• Paying employees late or less than they should.
• Not paying superannuation or other employee entitlements.

Superannuation,
Insurance and Exit
Fees: the 1 July
Changes
From 1 July 2019, new laws prevent
superannuation providers from eroding member
balances with unwanted or unnecessary
insurance and exit fees. Inactive accounts with
low balances will also be moved to the ATO to try
and unite the unclaimed superannuation with its
owner.
These changes do not apply to self-managed superannuation
funds or small APRA funds.

The material and contents provided in this publication are informative in nature only. It is not intended to be advice and you should
not act specifically on the basis of this information alone. If expert assistance is required, professional advice should be obtained.

Insurance Inside your Fund
Up until 30 June 2019, superannuation providers were required
to provide members with appropriate life and total and
permanent disability (TPD) insurance inside superannuation on
an “opt out” basis. That is, the insurance was automatically put
into place when you became a member of the fund.
The problem is that for a lot of people, such as young people
with no dependants and those with insurance cover elsewhere,
these default insurance premiums are a key factor in eroding
their superannuation balances. And in many cases people
simply did not realise they had insurance inside their funds.
New laws that came into effect on 1 July 2019 prevent
superannuation providers from maintaining “default insurance”
for any member with an account that has been inactive for a
continuous period of 16 months unless that person has elected
to maintain the insurance. An inactive account is one where no
contributions or rollovers have been received in the previous 16
month period.

Low Balance Superannuation Accounts Moved to the
ATO
Australians have over $17.5 billion in unclaimed
superannuation. From 1 July 2019, superannuation providers
will be required to report and pay inactive low-balance accounts
to the ATO. Twice a year, superannuation funds will report and
pay:
• Unclaimed superannuation of members aged 65 years or
older, non-member spouses and deceased members.
• Unclaimed superannuation of former temporary residents.
• Small lost member accounts and insoluble lost member
accounts.
• Inactive low-balance accounts.
A low balance account is one with less than $6,000. These new
rules mean that if your superannuation account has less than
$6,000 and the account has been inactive for 16 months, the
balance will be transferred to the ATO which will attempt to
consolidate your superannuation.

For everyone else, insurance will remain a default on new and
existing superannuation funds unless you specifically opt out.

Reducing Fees and Charges

What to do if You are Affected

From 1 July 2019, exit fees, including fees on partial
withdrawals, have been abolished for all superannuation fund
members regardless of their superannuation account balance.

If you are affected, you need to make a decision about whether
the insurance held in your fund is valuable to you. Often
insurance cover through superannuation is cheaper than what
you might be able to access elsewhere. Also, the premiums
come out of your fund so they do not impact on your cashflow.
However, if the insurance is unnecessary or duplicated, the
premiums will simply erode your account.
Employer default superannuation funds generally provide death
and TPD cover. This basic cover may be available without
health checks. You can usually increase, decrease, or cancel
your default insurance cover. Your superannuation fund's
website will have a product disclosure statement (PDS) which
explains the insurer they use and details of the cover available.
If you are affected, the insurance you hold inside your
superannuation fund may be cancelled unless you take action. If
you choose to, you can keep your insurance by contacting your
insurer (login to your insurer’s website and follow the links or
call them to find out how to make the election) or by making a
contribution. The election cannot be made over the phone to
your fund.
Your superannuation provider is obliged to let you know if your
insurance is about to be cancelled.

Where a superannuation fund member’s final account balance is
less than $6,000 in a year, new caps apply to the fees that
providers can charge. From 1 July 2019, administration and
investment fees and other prescribed costs on these accounts
will be capped at 3%. If the fund has charged more than 3%, the
excess needs to be refunded within three months.

Single Touch
Payroll (STP)
Exemption for
Directors and
Family Members
The ATO has provided a concession from single
touch payroll for payments by small employers to
closely held payees.
STP was extended to cover all employers on 1 July 2019. For
directors of their own company or for family businesses
employing family members, there are some practical problems

with STP - sometimes they do not know exactly what their
salary or wages are for the year until just after the end of the
financial year. STP, however, demands that payments are
reported to the ATO in real time.
A new concession allows payments made by small employers
with 19 or less employees to closely held payees, such as
directors and family members, to be exempt from STP until 1
July 2020. Payments to arm’s length employees will need to be
reported using STP.
There is no need for entities to apply to the ATO for the
concession, although the ATO will need to be notified of
closely held payees. For 2019/20, employers using the
concession will report as they have in the past, issuing payment
summaries at year end to affected employees.
Who is a Closely Held Employee?
A closely held payee is someone who receives non-arm’s length
payments, that is, they are directly related to the entity from
which they receive payment. For example:
• Family members of a family business.
• Directors or shareholders of a company.
• Beneficiaries of a trust.

Who Owns the
Assets of a Trust?
It is not uncommon for people to put assets such
as their family home into a trust, particularly
professionals working in litigious fields or family
groups wanting to protect assets. A recent case
highlights some of the tax problems that can
occur.
The taxpayer in this case had become the owner of their main
residence as a result of a Family Court order. At that time, they
caused the property to be held in the name of a trust (with a
corporate trustee of which the taxpayer was a director).
Four years later, when the property was sold, the taxpayer
sought to access the main residence exemption to exempt the
property from capital gains tax (CGT). After all, it was their
main residence. However, the ATO saw it a different way.
Instead, the ATO saw the proceeds of the sale of the property as
a distribution from the trust to the beneficiary. Therefore, the
main residence exemption could not apply as it generally only
applies to an individual taxpayer.

What Happens after 1 July 2020?
From 1 July 2020, employers making payments to closely held
employees will have the option of reporting these payments
quarterly. The ATO expects the employer to make a reasonable
estimate of year-to-date amounts up to and including the last
pay day of the relevant quarter. Three methods could potentially
be used for this purpose:
• Withdrawals taken by the payee (but do not include
payments of dividends or payments which reduce liabilities
owed by the business to the closely held payee).
• Calculating 25% of the total salary or director fees from the
previous year or the year of the last lodged tax return of the
closely held payee.
• Varying the previous year’s amount (to take into account
trading conditions) within 15% of the total salary or director
fees for the current financial year.
If a business chooses to report closely held payees quarterly,
they will have until the due date of their 2021 tax return to
finalise the information that has been reported for the year and
make any adjustments to the amounts that have been reported.
There are some practical problems still to be worked through,
like what happens if you overestimate income and pay too much
superannuation. Unlike tax payments, superannuation cannot
normally be refunded if contributions exceeded the amount that
was required to be paid.

The ATO has previously indicated that the main residence
exemption can apply in situations where a property is held in
trust but the individual living in the dwelling is “absolutely
entitled” to the property as against the trustee.
The taxpayer argued that the property was not an asset of the
trust, but was held by the trustee in a different capacity
(effectively as a bare trustee) and that the taxpayer was
absolutely entitled to the asset – citing the terms of the Family
Court order as evidence.
However, the Federal Court agreed with the ATO.
The decision relied heavily on the evidence surrounding the
transfer of the property to the trustee. While the Family Court
orders allowed the property to be transferred to the taxpayer or a
nominee, rather than specifically providing that the taxpayer
was to have ownership of the property, there was not enough
evidence to prove that the property was held under a bare trust
arrangement and that the taxpayer was an absolutely entitled
beneficiary.
Working against the taxpayer was the evidence that suggested
that the property was a trust asset. The taxpayer had agreed to
the transfer, had signed financial statements that identified the
property as a trust asset, the proceeds from the sale were
accounted for as an asset of the trust, and there was a valid
resolution by the trustees distributing the net capital gain to the
taxpayer.

In effect, without explicit documentation stating that the
property was held on bare trust for the taxpayer at the time of
the transfer, it did not matter that all the parties involved
thought things were structured differently.
The case also shows how important it is for everyone to
understand the implications of what is presented in financial
records. The actions of the taxpayer in this case when they
signed off the accounts was a factor that led to the Court to
determine that the property was an asset of the trust.

Laundry Expenses
Hung out to Dry
The ATO is airing the “dirty laundry” on workrelated clothing and laundry expenses, warning
that it is closely reviewing claims.
“Last year around 6 million people claimed work-related
clothing and laundry expenses, with total claims adding up to
nearly $1.8 billion. While many of these claims will be
legitimate, we don’t think that half of all taxpayers would have
been required to wear uniforms, protective clothing, or
occupation-specific clothing,” Assistant Commissioner Kath
Anderson said.
Clothing claims are up nearly 20% over the last five years and
the ATO believes taxpayers are making common mistakes and
errors like claiming ineligible clothing, claiming for something
without having spent the money, and not being able to explain
the basis for how the claim was calculated. In some cases, the
ATO will ask employers if they require their employees to wear
a uniform to check the validity of claims made.
In one case highlighted, a car detailer claimed work-related
laundry expenses of over $20,000 per year over two years. It
seems that the taxpayer worked out how many hours he spent
doing his laundry then multiplied that by what he thought was a
reasonable hourly rate ($227 per hour because his personal time
was valuable). Needless to say, the taxpayer’s claim was
reduced to $0.
It is not just large claims that the ATO is reviewing, but claims
up to the $150 substantiation threshold. Claims over $150 have
to be substantiated with receipts for expenses. Below this level,
taxpayers are not required to keep normal records. The ATO
believes that a lot of taxpayers are simply ticking the box
thinking that the claim is a “standard deduction”. However, it is
not an automatic entitlement.
“Just to be clear, the $150 limit is there to reduce the recordkeeping burden, but it is not an automatic entitlement for
everyone. While you don’t need written evidence for claims

under $150, you must have spent the money, it must have been
for uniform, protective or occupation-specific clothing that you
were required to wear to earn your income, and you must be
able to show us how you calculated your claim,” Ms Anderson
said.

New Pay Rates from
1 July
New pay rates came into effect from 1 July 2019
with the minimum wage increasing by 3% from the
first full pay period. The new national minimum
wage is now $740.80 per week, or $19.49 per hour.
The national minimum wage applies to
employees who are not covered by an award or
agreement.
Penalty rates have also changed in the Hospitality and Fast
Food awards.

